Child Mind Institute, NY – Internship & Job Opportunities

The nonprofit, Child Mind Institute, has unpaid summer internship opportunities for about 6-8 rising seniors or recent college grads.

- Interns receive fair amount of clinical exposure by helping/observing various sessions
- A clinician-led theoretical didactic series is provided for summer interns
- Each intern completes small research project of choice; supervised one-on-one by staff clinician

Post-grad paid job opportunities are available via this job site and their specific job site when hiring. Several jobs are described below that provide varying levels of clinical exposure and learning opportunities, combine with administrative tasks. There are frequently opportunities to make the roles more clinical if interested.

- Staff Associate
- Patient Navigator
- Intake Coordinator
- Billing Associate

Typical hires occur near March/April as jobs tend to open up in May/June when current workers may leave to begin grad school.